Date

Description

29/09/2020 Old Pond Lane PCC001 light is blocked by vegetation
Outside the Prince of Wales pub the tree has low
29/09/2020 branches over the pavement
Tree next to the Village hall on Peterborough low has
29/09/2020 low branches over the path

Owner

Aragon

Update
TWO order raised, works to be completed within
30 working days
PCC have no trees at this location - will be referred
to Highways

Aragon

Glinton and Castor Ward is due for full PCC tree
surveying in October, and any low branches on PCC
trees will be cut then

Aragon

29/09/2020 Tree near the Royal Oak has low branches over the path

Aragon

29/09/2020 When does Castor receive its weed spray

Aragon

29/09/2020 Additional Litter bin at the Standing Stones

Aragon

Food Caddies are being damaged due to being thrown
29/09/2020 on the floor following collection

Aragon

Turning area near Ferry Meadows is being used for Fly
29/09/2020 tip could a bollard be installed
Tree in the Seders is overhanging the bus stop branch
29/09/2020 broken
Gutter at bus stop on Peterborough Road Broken
29/09/2020 opposite the village hall

Glinton and Castor Ward is due for full PCC tree
surveying in October, and any low branches on PCC
trees will be cut then
3 times per year, this year it was May, July and it
will be October
Demand will be assessed by the Street Cleansing
team, between Castor and Ailsworth there are
currently 20 litter and 5 dog bins in situ.
Supervisors will speak to the teams that carry out
waste collection in Castor to remind them of their
responsibilities in replacing containers to the point
of presentation.

Aragon

Checking on land ownership

Aragon

ADS attended on 1/10/20
An order has been raised to have the Gutter
repaired

Andy Bryan

Action Complete
Complete

Complete

Complete
Complete
This is down to be
installed

Complete
Advised Aragon to
check when in the
area for the fly tip
team
Complete
Complete

outside 47 Peterborough Road the Gully's are blocked
29/09/2020 and overflowing

Drainage
Team

Stop Signs and white lining around traffic calming has all
29/09/2020 faded away
Highways

The Green, the kerb stones have broken away leaving a
29/09/2020 trip hazard
Property The Elms has private trees overhanging the
29/09/2020 public highways possible obstructions
At the end of Silvester Road the double yellow lines
29/09/2020 need removing as previously indicated

There used to be a public right of way from Silvester
Road to Clay Lane this was fenced off about 5 years ago,
the parish did previously send documents into PCC to
have this designated as a right of way but it was not
done and residents would like this reinstated what can
29/09/2020 be done?

Highways
Highways

We have attended and cleansed the gully opposite
47 Peterborough Road, whilst in the area again on
21st October my contractors undertook a visual
inspection and the gully appeared to be slow
draining, on lifting the Anglian Water Manhole
outside number 47 this had evidence it was holding
water thus making the gully slow draining. We will
add this AW surface water manhole to a list I am
compiling, along with other sites in Peterborough
and will get them to undertake further
investigations.
The road markings are on the list and will be
refreshed after April when new budget for road
markings has some money in it and the weather is
more suitable for road markings.
Kerbstones on the green are to be replaced with
standard kerbs but again will have to wait until
funding is available, order is ready to go once I
have the money.

Highways

A letter has been sent to the Elms regarding trees
Peter tab will chase this order again with the
contractors

Highways

Further investigation will be needed.

With Anglian Water

Complete
Lee Moore has
asked you forward
any records or
documentation
from the Parish re
the history of this
site and requests to
claim PROW

There are 3 steps outside the entrance to the church
29/09/2020 that need a Hand Rail

The 30mph sine in currently inside the 20mph zone can
29/09/2020 this be moved to lamp post PCC1

The sign on Ambleside needs re setting as it is loose and
29/09/2020 the 30mph sine needs to be taken down

Can we have a brown sign to indicate where the
29/09/2020 Standing Stones are

Highways

The rail outside the church, this was one Andy Tatt
was looking at, he requested a price to install the
rails and was going to look into its funding but I
never heard anything else about it. We will
investigate further.

Highways

30mph signs in wrong locations were passed back
to the depot who did the install of the new 20mph
to check all signs, which I believe has been done.

Highways

There is no Ambleside in Castor so not sure what
this refers to?

This will be
relocated as soon
as staff resource
becomes available
James - this is the
junction of Mill
Lane & P'boro road
at the top of Loves
Hill.

Peter Tebb was unaware of this request so have
been sent details

This will be
actioned as soon as
staff resource
becomes available

Highways

This is going to
proceed and Lee
Moore will arrange
the install

